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Is the frequency of the calls acceptable or should we have more or less frequent meetings?

Would you be interested in having external speakers make presentations to the subgroup?

Would you be interested in having speakers from other subgroups make presentations to the subgroup?
How do you think we could raise awareness about the PSE subgroup?

- Infiltrate other groups, make sure that at larger meetings there is information or a possibility of a short meeting to explain what we do.

- Important for the group to produce deliverables that are relevant and useful. Then advertising through listservs, websites, social media, etc. Hosting social media engagement such as Twitter Chats.

- Members could hold side events when they happen to be together at global workshops.

- Dissemination through other working groups (i.e. CORE), at conferences (i.e. APHA).

- Connect the group to other global health groups focused on private sector and markets, send invites to CH TF mailing list get "article" in CHTF newsletter (WHO iCCM Technical Consultation taking place in July).
How should we engage with other subgroups?

- Joint meeting for all subgroups not online, but in a workshop at least once a year.
- Could invite speakers from other subgroup
- Look at crossover areas (e.g., CH in emergencies; HIS/M&E subgroup; implementation research)
- Through the working streams where there is relevant overlap
- Once in a quarter meeting/discussion either between all the subgroups or pairs of subgroups depending on themes.
- More bi-directional information flow
- Participate in their meetings
Do you have any suggestions for future topics, presentations, or discussions?

- Calls should focus on moving forward a specific deliverable, such as a systematic review
- Developing a strategy for private sector engagement
- Presentations on the following:
  - private sector resilience lit review findings, the private sector case management literature review, CHNRI survey
  - MCSP Nigeria EQuiPP pilot with PPMVs
  - Total market approaches for child health commodities/what countries, under what circumstances might it be appropriate to apply, without imposing further, unnecessary costs on the lowest income groups
  - Childhood TB
  - WHO private sector meeting on RDTs